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We present a systematic comparison of the results from our non-equilibrium Green’s function for-

malism with a large number of AlGaAs-GaAs terahertz quantum cascade lasers previously pub-

lished in the literature. Employing identical material and simulation parameters for all samples, we

observe that the discrepancies between measured and calculated peak currents are similar for sam-

ples from a given group. This suggests that the differences between experiment and theory are

partly due to a lacking reproducibility for devices fabricated at different laboratories. Varying the

interface roughness height for different devices, we find that the peak current under lasing opera-

tion hardly changes, so that differences in interface quality appear not to be the sole reason for the

lacking reproducibility. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4962646]

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first realization of the terahertz (THz) quantum

cascade laser1 (QCL) it has now been shown to be a reliable

source of terahertz radiation, although at low temperatures.2

Different designs have been proposed and fabricated at many

different laboratories of the world. Simultaneously, simula-

tions have been performed for a large variety of samples

with different models. These can be based on rate equations

for the electron densities,3,4 Monte-Carlo simulations of the

Boltzmann equation for the occupations of the k-states in the

individual subbands,5–8 density matrix calculations,9–13

which have been also done k-resolved,7,14,15 as well as non-

equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF).16–20 While the pub-

lished results from either scheme typically agree well with

experimental data, it is not clear how the choices of parame-

ters (in particular, interface roughness (IFR) distributions

and band offsets), specific approximations (such as screening

models or various model-specific assumptions as subband

temperatures), or model complexity affect the results.

Therefore, we performed simulations with our NEGF

scheme21 for a wide range of different published THz QCLs

using precisely the same parameters and model approach and

document all results in this paper. This allows to monitor the

quality of our simulation scheme. Furthermore, the compari-

son between devices from different groups can reflect sys-

tematic trends. Here, it is well-known that the reproduction

of devices from different groups frequently provided differ-

ent results, where the origin is far from understood, see, e.g.,

Ref. 22. It is also known that the samples grown at the same

lab but under different growth campaigns can differ,

although methods now exist to guarantee run-to-run repro-

ducibility.23 The identification of trends in published sam-

ples from different labs may shine light into discrepancies of

the growth procedures and to pose the right questions for the

community to take steps towards inter-lab reproducibility of

THz QCL devices.

II. MODEL AND ESTIMATES

One of the most important parameters in heterostructure

modeling is the conduction band offset (CBO), a function

of the bandgap of the alloys in question and the valence

band offset (VBO). In this work, we limit ourselves to

AlxGa1�xAs=GaAs systems in the direct bandgap regime.

Consulting the standard literature, Vurgaftman et al.24 pro-

vide the relation CBO ¼ 0:97x eV (in the vicinity of 15% Al

content; the full expression is a cubic polynomial in x) for

AlxGa1�xAs barriers. This is in turn based on a VBO of

0:53x eV, assumed temperature independent, as well as low

temperature results for the band gaps of both GaAs and

AlAs. This relation for the conduction band offset is how-

ever seldom used in the QCL community,22,25,26 where

instead a lower offset is often preferred. This might be more

reasonable for the design of structures aimed at high temper-

ature operation, where we expect the band gap to decrease.

More recent experiments by Yi et al.27 and Lao and Perera28

have found low temperature VBOs of �0:570x eV, which

would distribute more offset to the valence band side, effec-

tively lowering the CBO. This justifies the use of a lower

value compared to Vurgaftman et al. In total, Yi et al. found

a CBO of 0:831x eV for x � 0:42, at 4.2 K. As the focus of

this study is the performance of THz QCL at low tempera-

tures, we will use this result for the CBO in the remainder

of this work. Furthermore, we use the effective mass of

the conduction band edge mef f ¼ 0:067þ 0:083x, as given

in Vurgaftman et al.24 and used by most groups. Together

with standard material parameters for bulk GaAs, this

defines the heterostructure apart from the doping density

and layer sequence. The basis states are then calculated in

an effective two band model29,30 using a Kane energy of

EP ¼ 22:7 eV.31

In our transport model, we calculate the scattering self-

energies in the self-consistent Born approximation. For the

structures of interest, the elastic processes are dominated by

impurity and IFR scattering. In addition, we include alloy

scattering to the elastic self-energies. For modeling IFR, wea)Electronic mail: David.Winge@teorfys.lu.se
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use an exponential correlation function in this work.

Gaussian correlation functions have been shown to yield

similar results,30 and the values used here, 0:2=10:0 nm for

rms height/correlation length, can best be compared to

0:2=7:0 nm for a Gaussian correlation function. Here, the use

of an effective two band model decreases the impact of the

IFR scattering.30

In their complete theoretical formulation, the self ener-

gies of the NEGF models are functions of both momentum

and energy, but in our implementation they are effectively

treated as only energy dependent. This is done by evaluating

the scattering matrix elements at a set of representative

momentum transfers21 and reduces the computational effort

to an accessible level. Throughout this work, we use the typi-

cal momentum transfers k0 equivalent to E0
k ¼ 6:3 meV

for intra-subband scattering at 77 K lattice temperature. For

intersubband scattering, we also adjust for the difference in

subband energy. One problem with this procedure is that it

introduces a logarithmic divergence in the real parts of the

self-energies for increasing k-ranges covered. The choice of

typical momentum transfers and our solution to the problem

of the divergence is discussed in detail in Appendix A.

For the inelastic self-energies, we include both acoustic

and longitudinal optical (LO) phonon scattering. Electron-

electron scattering is also implemented via a rudimentary

form of the GW approximation,32 where the screening func-

tion is replaced by its plasmon pole. This allows us to go

beyond the meanfield approximation and to estimate in

which type of structures this mechanism is of importance.

The modeling is based on energy exchange of the conduction

band electrons with a plasmon bath, with a temperature equal

to an effective electron temperature, in order not to artifi-

cially cool the electron gas. In Appendix B, we discuss how

this temperature can be chosen by balancing the electric

power dissipated in the structure and the cooling rate of the

LO phonons.

III. SAMPLES STUDIED

In the following, we present a short overview of each

class of designs included in this work and introduce and label

each device. They will be referenced in the text by a short-

hand notation containing first author name, journal, and year,

e.g., DupontJAP2012 for the device considered in Ref. 33.

A. 2-well designs

The 2-well design is the simplest possible realization of

a QCL, which next to the upper and lower laser level

employs one further level, serving both for extraction from

the lower laser level (by LO phonon scattering) and injection

by resonant tunneling (RT) into the upper laser level of the

next period. Here, we study the first realized structure

KumarAPL2009B34 as well as the broadband laser

ScalariOE2010.35 Both lasers were processed with metal-

metal (MM) waveguides and the latter showed high power

output when parts of the upper metal contact were removed.

B. 3-well designs

The 3-well structures apply an additional well for extrac-

tion and thus employ a RT LO phonon depletion mechanism

for emptying the lower laser state.36 This type of design has

achieved high operation temperatures with a record tempera-

ture achieved in 2012.37 Variants have been realized in all

labs included in this study, except ETH. This fact and the

simple layer sequence strategy make it a very interesting type

of design when we want to compare samples of different ori-

gin. The lasers studied here are FathololoumiOE2012,37 sam-

ple V812 of FathololoumiJAP2013,38 KumarAPL2009A,39

DeutschAPL2013,40 and SalihJAP2013.41 The designs are

similar in principle, with small changes in doping densities

and oscillator strengths. Despite this similarity, the reported

output powers differ drastically depending on both origin and

growth campaign as seen in Table I. This is most probably

due to the procedure of removing parts of the top contact layer

of KumarAPL2009A and FathololoumiOE2012, a procedure

described in Ref. 42, which reduces waveguide losses for

these samples.

C. Hybrid designs

The class of structures that we will denote as hybrid bor-

rows ideas both from the bound to continuum structures,

which were the first to lase in this spectral range,1 and the

3-well concept. In these structures, a fourth well is inserted,

and extraction from the lower laser state to the extractor

state occurs through a combination of scattering and RT.

Here, we study two subclasses of this design type. In the

designs BurghoffAPL2011,43 MartlOE2011,44 and

BenzAPL2007,45 a two well injector is used, similar to the

pioneering design of Ref. 36, whereas the other samples use

RT injection directly from the ground state of the phonon

well into the upper laser state as proposed in Ref. 46.

Showing good scaling properties, the latter designs are

suitable for high power operation,47 and the robustness in

layer sequence can be utilized for broadband multi-stack

devices.48 Here, these designs are labeled as LiEL2014,47

AmantiNJP2009,46 and TurcinkovaAPL2011,48 respectively.

As the layer sequence of stack A in Ref. 48 is identical to

sample EV1157 of Ref. 46, we compare here to results of the

high doped version, labeled N907, when we refer to

AmantiNJP2009.

D. Indirectly pumped designs

We have also studied the indirectly pumped, also known

as scattering assisted injection49 and phonon-photon-phonon

(3P) designs.33 These designs use LO phonon scattering

to populate the upper laser state, which is fundamentally

different to the RT injection but requires a larger bias to

operate. Here, we present results for DupontJAP2012,33

RazavipourJAP2013,50 and KhanalOE2015.51

IV. PROCEDURE

For each device, we performed simulations based on the

nominal sample parameters as listed in each publication. The

input parameters are the reported sheet doping densities and

114302-2 Winge, Francki�e, and Wacker J. Appl. Phys. 120, 114302 (2016)
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layer sequences, whereas the roughness and all other scatter-

ing parameters were kept the same (for comparison of the

intensity inside the waveguide, also the sample facet area

was read out). We use 77 K as lattice temperature in all simu-

lations and compare to experimental data taken in pulsed

mode operation, at heat-sink temperatures close to 77 K

when possible, or at lower temperatures otherwise. Usually,

the experimental data do not show any significant variations

in this temperature range.

The main results are collected in Table I together with

some basic data of the devices, such as the sheet doping den-

sity per period n2D and the reported lasing frequency. Most

importantly, we provide the experimental peak current den-

sity Jpeak
exp under laser operation for low temperatures, which

is the key quantity for comparison, and also the threshold

current Jthr
exp . For comparison, we provide the Jthr

sim, where the

simulated gain reached the threshold value, and the peak cur-

rent Jdc
sim of our simulations neglecting the ac field of lasing

operation.

A key parameter for the simulation is the threshold gain

gth in the heterostructure required to overcome waveguide and

mirror losses. For the MM waveguides operating around 2

THz, we use gth ¼ 10=cm. This roughly corresponds to the

electric field losses (which are half the intensity loss used

here) of 4.3/cm addressed in Ref. 44. For frequencies above

2.7 THz we use gth ¼ 15=cm and above 3.8 THz we use gth ¼
20=cm for the MM waveguides, taking into account the higher

attenuation in the metals. The device TurcinkovaAPL2011 is a

multi-stack design, and as each stack has a significantly

smaller mode confinement factor compared to standard devi-

ces, we use the enhanced value of gth ¼ 45=cm. For the semi-

insulating surface-plasmon (SI-SP) waveguide in LiEL2014,

we use gth ¼ 40=cm guided by the results given in Ref. 52.

For the second SI-SP waveguide sample SalihJAP2013, we

use gth ¼ 100=cm based on the calculated waveguide losses in

the publication for a 6 lm wide active region. Note that the

free carrier loss in the active region itself is taken into account

in the NEGF simulations of the gain spectra.

The response of the active region under operation is simu-

lated using a classical ac field with increasing strength until

the gain is saturated to the threshold value. This provides an

increased peak current Jlase
sim . The ac field strength is then

related to the intensity inside the active region Isim via the

Poynting vector. The corresponding experimental value I exp is

obtained from the measured power output at low temperature

and pulsed mode operation in the following way: the power is

divided by a typical collection efficiency of 30% (Refs. 42, 53,

and 54) and the transmittivity leaving the waveguide, multi-

plied with the confinement factor of the waveguide, and finally

divided by the cross section of the active region. For the trans-

mittivity, we use 0.25, 0.20, and 0.15 for the MM waveguides

with gth of 20, 15, and 10 per cm, respectively, guided by the

results of Ref. 52. For the SI-SP waveguides, we use a trans-

mittivity of 0.68 calculated from the Fresnel equations. We

use unity confinement factors for the MM waveguides, 0.4 for

the waveguide of LiEL2014 (Ref. 55), and 0.2 for the wave-

guide in SalihJAP2013.41 In this context, we note that the gain

saturation, defining the simulated intensity Isim, contains back-

wards traveling waves, which do not contribute to the experi-

mental output as discussed in Ref. 56. Thus, Isim is expected to

overestimate the output by a factor up to two for low transmit-

tivity.57 These considerations show that the values of I exp can

only be seen as rough estimates, where a large part of the

uncertainty is due to the collection efficiency.

As an example for our simulations, we show more

detailed results for the hybrid design of LiEL2014 in Fig. 1.

The dc calculations without the ac field (full blue line)

exhibit a peak current density Jdc
sim ¼ 500 A=cm2, and this

value is presented in the sixth column of Table I. Then we

consider the spectral gain for different biases as shown in

Fig. 2 in order to determine the threshold current Jthr
sim, where

the material gain surpasses the threshold gain gth (if this

TABLE I. Collected simulation results together with the most relevant experimental measurements, grouped with respect to design and origin. Current densi-

ties denoted by J are given in A/cm2, measured frequencies � exp in THz, sheet doping densities n2D in 1010 cm–2, and threshold gain gth in 1/cm. Calculated

currents showing a particular large sensitivity to the value gth are marked by asterisks. The simulated lasing intensity within the active region Isim has units

[lW/lm2]. The experimental counterpart I exp is based on an estimated collection efficiency of 30% of the reported power at low temperature pulsed operation.

A graphical display of the results is found in Fig. 4.

Type Ref. Jthr
exp Jthr

sim Jpeak
exp Jdc

sim Jlase
sim JGW dc

sim I exp Isim � exp n2D gth Origin

2-well KumarAPL2009B (Ref. 34) 415 510* 950 1040 1700 1100 … 2200 4.5 2.2 20 Sandia

ScalariOE2010 (Ref. 35) 470 440 800 520 780* 530 290 790 3.2 1.5 15 ETH

3-well KumarAPL2009A (Ref. 39) 440 500 850 610 1860 920 580 1460 3.9 3.0 20 Sandia

SalihJAP2013 (Ref. 41) 1300 1050* 1400 1300 1300 1500 0.5 22 3.2 2.75 100 Leeds

FathololoumiOE2012 (Ref. 37) 1000 1200 1600 1350 2120 1800 275 1260 2.7 3.0 15 Ottawa

FathololoumiJAP2013 (Ref. 38) 660 715 1000 900 1490 1270 60 1240 3.3 3.0 15 Ottawa

DeutschAPL2013 (Ref. 40) 900 690 1400 850 1230 1075 70 940 3.8 3.3 20 Vienna

Hybrid BurghoffAPL2011 (Ref. 43) 360 670 420 760 970 1030 … 790 2.2 3.0 10 Sandia

LiEL2014 (Ref. 47) 520 470 700 500 1100 1240 250 340 3.4 5.2 40 Leeds

AmantiNJP2009 (Ref. 46) 450 680 810 740 1045 1250 20 470 3.0 11 15 ETH

TurcinkovaAPL2011 (Ref. 48) 300 215 430 225 500 670 50 220 3.0 3.7 45 ETH

BenzAPL2007 (Ref. 45) 510 450 820 590 770 540 … 385 2.8 1.9 15 Vienna

MartlOE2011 (Ref. 44) 165 125* 215 145 170* 170 … 130 2.1 0.6 10 Vienna

Indirect KhanalOE2015 (Ref. 51) 800 500* 1350 850 900 740 130 460 2.1 3.17 10 Sandia

DupontJAP2012 (Ref. 33) 1250 … 1600 1800 … 2000 10 0 3.0 3.25 15 Ottawa

RazavipourJAP2013 (Ref. 50) 850 1100* 1300 1490 1360 1600 85 1300 2.4 3.45 10 Ottawa
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operation point is in a region of negative differential conduc-

tivity, we assume that the threshold occurs in a domain state

and use the current density of the preceding peak). Above

the threshold current, we perform simulations in the presence

of the ac field in order to study the operating device. Here,

we increase the ac field until gain saturation reduces the gain

to gth. This provides the light-current-voltage (LIV) charac-

teristics shown in Fig. 1 by a red line with crosses. The maxi-

mum current achieved is denoted by Jlase
sim (here 1100 A=cm2)

and this value is presented in the seventh column of Table I.

In the same way, we obtain the intensity Isim displayed in the

tenth column of Table I. In order to judge the relevance of

electron-electron scattering, we performed simulations with

our plasmon-pole approximation for the off state, as shown

by the orange dashed line in Fig. 1. The corresponding peak

current is denoted as JGW dc
sim .

Now we discuss the specific results for the sample

LiEL2014 in more detail: Around the bias matching the opti-

cal phonon energy of �36 meV, the parasitic injection

channel is enhanced and seen to give a small feature in the

current. After this, the upper laser state is instead favored by

the tunneling transition and inversion is building up, allowing

for laser action to start provided the losses are low enough.

With no lasing in the cavity, the peak current saturates at

500 A/cm2 before the design bias of 50 mV is reached. The

situation is displayed in Fig. 3 where the electron densities are

resolved in energy and growth direction. Inversion is clearly

visible, but without laser field the electrons stay relatively

long in the injector and upper laser state. When the structure

is modeled with a laser field, current is enhanced and the neg-

ative differential resistance (NDR) feature is shifted to 52 mV,

allowing the structure to reach its intended configuration.

From the GW results in Fig. 1, we see also that the inelastic

scattering from electron-electron interactions can enhance the

charge transfer through the structure.

Assuming losses of 40/cm, the threshold current is

470 A/cm2, which is in reasonable agreement with the experi-

mental value at 400 A/cm2. The calculated dynamical range,

however, can be seen to exceed 600 A/cm2 which is a factor of

two larger than what is seen experimentally. Simultaneously,

the calculated intensity Isim is slightly above the experimental

value I exp . Here, we also note that we assume a homogeneous

field ac and dc field in the heterostructure region of the sample.

While this is well-justified for the dc-field, the actual ac-field-

distribution depends on the waveguide. In particular, for SI-SP

waveguides, the ac-field is not homogeneous in the growth

direction, which is disregarded by our scheme. Thus, we are

not surprised that our approach overestimates both the simu-

lated peak current Jlase
sim and intensity Isim.

V. RESULTS

Collected results from all simulations are shown in

Table I together with relevant experimental quantities. In

the following, we focus on the maximum current under oper-

ation and the threshold current, which are most easily

extractable for the experimental data. (Only two samples,

SalihJAP2013 and MartlOE2011, did not show a clear NDR

feature after maximum power in their respective reference,

which adds some uncertainty in their respective Jpeak
exp .) As

FIG. 1. Light-current-voltage (LIV) characteristics of the 1 W THz QCL

presented in Ref. 47 (LiEL2014). The solid blue line indicates the cur-

rent without lasing, while the crossed red lines show current and inten-

sity under operation. The dashed orange line refers to the simulations

taking into account electron-electron scattering in the plasmon-pole

approximation.

FIG. 2. Gain simulations at a number of different bias points corresponding

to the LIV in Fig. 1. A Stark shift can be observed with increasing bias.

Experimentally lasing was reported around 3.4 THz.47

FIG. 3. Energy resolved densities calculated from the lesser Green’s func-

tion showing how the populations are distributed at the design bias of 50 mV

per period, without any laser field included. The inversion between the upper

and lower laser state is clearly visualized.
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the assumption of homogeneous ac-fields tends to overesti-

mate the lasing intensity, we would expect this experimental

peak current to be between Jdc
sim and Jlase

sim . If JGW dc
sim is much

larger than Jdc
sim, electron-electron scattering appears to be

more important, so that the other calculated currents may be

too low.

In most of our simulations, the peak current is a slowly

varying function of the losses once high intensity is reached,

which reduces the impact of an erroneous estimate of gth. On

the other hand, the threshold current can be very sensitive to

this parameter. For samples where we find that the currents

are very sensitive to the value of gth, we mark the relevant

quantity with an asterisk in Table I.

The ratios Jdc
sim=Jpeak

exp , Jlase
sim =Jpeak

exp , JGW dc
sim =Jpeak

exp , and

Jthr
sim=Jthr

exp are displayed in Fig. 4(a) for an easy identification

of the overall quality of the simulations. As in Table I, the

samples are ordered according to the design class. We find

that the model provides good results for many samples,

but within each design class there are devices, where the

experimental and calculated currents disagree significantly.

Furthermore, we find that JGWdc
sim does not differ much from

Jdc
sim except for several hybrid designs, such as LiEL2014 dis-

cussed above.

In order to study why the simulations appear to describe

some devices better than others, we now order the results in

different ways. First, we order the devices according to the

measured intensity, which could reveal problems of our model

to describe the devices under operation. However, Fig. 4(b)

shows no clear trend. Second, we order the devices according

to the doping intensity, which is relevant for impurity scatter-

ing and electron-electron scattering. Again, Fig. 4(c) does not

provide any trend for the reliability of our model (samples

with sheet doping density of 3� 1010=cm2 are shaded as a

guidance). However, we note that for high doping density,

JGWdc
sim becomes much larger than Jdc

sim indicating the relevance

of electron-electron scattering. Third, we sort the devices with

respect to growth place in Fig. 4(d). Here, we find a clear

trend, where the simulations with the parameters mentioned

above provide too low currents for the devices grown at the

Technical University of Vienna and too high currents for

devices grown at Sandia (except for KhanalOE2015, which

we discuss below). For samples grown at the NRC in Ottawa

and in Leeds, our model provides good agreement with the

experimental peak current and threshold current. For samples

grown at ETH, the results are slightly more scattered. In par-

ticular, the calculated Jthr
sim for AmantiNJP2009 is too large.

The rightmost device in Fig. 4(d) KhanalOE2015, an

indirect design, does not fit into the picture. While the other

indirect designs have barriers with x¼ 0.25, this device has a

lower barrier height (x¼ 0.15), which may provide substan-

tial leakage into the continuum22 for the high electric field

required for indirect designs. This is not taken into account

in the NEGF model and could explain why the model pro-

vides a smaller peak current. To explore this hypothesis, we

have studied the parasitic resonances where they cause an

experimental NDR feature, visible as a distinguished

pre-peak in the LIV. This is true for all studied samples

of the indirect class, and also for KumarAPL2009A,

KumarAPL2009B, FathololoumiOE2012, DeutschAPL2013,

and FathololoumiJAP2013. For the samples from Sandia,

including KhanalOE2015, we overestimate the pre-peak cur-

rents by more than 25% in all cases, while we have agree-

ment within 20% for the other samples. Thus, the currents at

the parasitic resonances agree with the main trend of Fig.

4(d), that we overestimate the currents of the Sandia devices.

In addition, we compare simulated and measured inten-

sity for each sample. The procedure is described in Section II,

FIG. 4. Simulated currents divided by experimental currents. The panels

order the samples according to (a) design class as in Table I, (b) from low

(left) to high (right) experimental lasing intensity, (c) from low (left) to high

(right) sheet doping density, and in (d), samples from the same lab have

been grouped together.
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and experimental values, when available, are listed in Table I.

For all structures studied, we overestimate the waveguide

intensity. For the sample LiEL2014, utilizing a SI-SP wave-

guide, we get rather good agreement between our calculations

and the experimental data. Assuming that backwards traveling

waves correspond to half the calculated intensity in the

MM waveguides of ScalariOE2010, KumarAPL2009A, and

KhanalOE2015, the discrepancy is reduced to less than

50%. The other samples show even lower measured intensity,

which we cannot explain here. Possible causes could be

the overestimation of the simulated intensity due to simplified

model assumptions such as the neglect of heated phonons,58,59

uncertainties in parameters such as threshold gain and trans-

mittivity, an experimental collection efficiency far below

�30%, or non-uniformity of the laser field in the cavity.

VI. SENSITIVITY OF GROWTH PARAMETERS

The trends observed for samples from different groups

indicate that samples grown from the same design at differ-

ent places are not identical. Likely reasons are deviations in

doping, the Al content x, as well as different IFR. In our sim-

ulations, we normally observe a linear increase in current

with doping, although the same trivial dependence does not

hold for gain.20,60 As the dependence on IFR and Al content

is not equally well understood, we have conducted several

numerical experiments to estimate the impact of fluctuations

in these parameters.

By increasing the barrier height we expect a decrease in

current as the tunneling amplitudes decrease. This is indeed

what we find, and we show this in Fig. 5(a) where simulations

with altered Al content compared to the nominal simulations

in Fig. 1 are shown. The linear dependence of both dc and

lasing current shows few surprises; here decreasing barrier

heights of 1% Al gives an increase in current of about 10%.

In contrast, the impact of changing the rms roughness height

g is more remarkable as shown in Fig. 5(b). Compared to the

nominal calculations with g ¼ 0:2 we get 50% more dc cur-

rent when g is doubled. On the other hand, the current under

irradiation is almost unchanged. This conservation of current

can be understood as two competing mechanisms, where

either stimulated photon emission or elastic scattering is

depleting the upper laser state. The cost of stronger scattering

is a smaller dynamic range which will impede higher temper-

ature operation. This analysis suggests two bottlenecks in the

transport, the lifetime of the upper laser state and the tunnel-

ing rate over the injection barrier.

In order to verify this observation, we performed corre-

sponding simulations with modified IFR for two further

structures with different designs as shown in Fig. 6. For

KumarAPL2009B, Fig. 6(a) confirms the trend seen for

LiEL2014 in Fig. 5(b) that the current under lasing balances

the drastic changes seen in the dc current when the roughness

parameters are changed. Here, the peak current under lasing

also shows some sensitivity to the roughness parameters. We

believe this to be the coherent part of the injection tunneling

current decreasing due to increased scattering. This can explain

the loss in total current (incoherent and coherent) under lasing

for increasing roughness, as the upper laser state is no longer as

efficiently populated. In the case of DupontJAP2012, we see a

slight increase at lower biases with increasing scattering, as

shown in Fig. 6(b); however, at design bias, the current is not

significantly effected, and the current at both peaks agrees well

with the experimental data. As this laser is depopulated via RT

and subsequent resonant phonon scattering,33 this current bot-

tleneck seems not to be very sensitive to additional elastic scat-

tering. These simulations provided gain below 10/cm for all

roughness heights at the current peak. However, including our

rudimentary electron-electron scattering or raising temperature

provides gain slightly above 15/cm, in accordance with the

observed weak lasing.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

An extensive study was made including 16 samples

among published work on terahertz QCLs from the last 10

years, using our NEGF simulation scheme. Using identical

simulation parameters, we find that the simulated current

does not agree with experimental results for all samples.

However, we observe a clear trend that these deviations are

similar for samples from a given laboratory. This shows that

samples from different laboratories are not fully comparable.

We show that interface roughness alone cannot account for

FIG. 5. Sensitivity of currents to varying simulation parameters for the sam-

ple LiEL2014.47 In (a), the Al content x is changed giving lower and higher

barriers for x¼ 0.15 and x¼ 0.17, respectively, compared to the nominal one

with x¼ 0.16. In (b), the IFR height g is changed within two extreme values.

FIG. 6. Simulated current for different IFR heights g for the samples

KumarAPL2009B (a) and DupontJAP2012 (b).
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these deviations in the simulated current under lasing com-

pared to experimental data. Assuming different calibrations

of doping density or Al content in different laboratories

could explain these trends. However, more intricate issues,

such as different barrier profiles, cannot be ruled out.
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APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
OF THE SELF-ENERGIES

In the formalism presented in Ref. 21, the elastic self-

energies are expressed as

R<=r
aa0 E;Ekð Þ¼

X
bb0

ð1
0

dEk0G
<=r

bb0
E;Ek0ð Þ

�q0A

4p

ð2p

0

duhVab Ek;Ek0 ;uð ÞVb0a0 Ek;Ek0 ;uð Þiimp|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Xelast

aa0 ;bb0 Ek ;Ek0ð Þ

;

(A1)

where </r denotes the lesser and retarded objects, respec-

tively, q0 is the background density emef f me=ðp�h2Þ, A is the

lateral area, and Vab are the scattering matrix elements for

each process considered, impurity averaged over all configu-

rations of scattering potentials. The self-energies, being

functions of both E and Ek, are integrals in Ek0 of the Green’s

function GðE;Ek0 Þ and the angle averaged matrix elements

Xelast
aa0bb0 ðEk;Ek0 Þ.

Using the non-interacting Green’s function GbbðE;Ek0 Þ
� ðE� Eb � Ek0 þ iCÞ�1

with a phenomenological broaden-

ing C, as an approximation, the most interesting parts in

the self-energies are found around E ¼ Eb þ Ek0 and at

E ¼ Ea þ Ek, where the self-energies peak. This motivates

the use of the typical energies E0
k ;E

0
k0 , effectively moving

the scattering matrix elements out of the integral over Ek0

and making the self-energies functions of E only. To fix E0
k ,

we calculate the intra- and inter-subband scattering rates

using thermalized Boltzmann-like subbands at different elec-

tron temperatures. This is done for a set of representative

low doped heterostructures, and the E0
k giving the best

agreement for the self-energies to these rates is chosen. From

this procedure we find the relation E0
k ¼ 0:8 meV þ

0:5 kBTe ¼ 3:0 meVþ 0:5 kBT where we assume a heating of

the electron temperature Te of 50 K above the lattice temper-

ature T, used for all simulations presented here. The second

typical energy E0
k0 ¼ E0

k þ DE is then chosen to reflect the

level difference DE as discussed in Ref. 21.

While the imaginary part of the remaining Green’s

function vanishes like 1=E2
k0 for large values, the real part

provides a logarithmic divergence, effectively making the

self-energies dependent on the Emax
k0 chosen in the numerical

implementation of Eq. (A1). To remedy this artifact, we

subtract the part of the integral over a certain critical

Ecutoff
k ¼ MAXðE0

k ;E
0
k0 Þ þM, where M is an appropriate

margin. Using the non-interacting Green’s function, we

express the divergent part as

Rdiv
aa Eð Þ � �Xelast

aa;bb E0
k ;E

0
k0

� �
� log

Emax
k0 þ Eb � E

Ecutoff
k þ Eb � E

� �
;

(A2)

where we have restricted us to the diagonal parts of the scat-

tering tensor Xelast. In order to remove the energy depen-

dence, we evaluate the right hand side using a typical energy

E ¼ Ea þ Ek. In this work, we use M¼ 20 meV as this was

found to give results in good correspondence to fully

momentum dependent calculations.

This provides us with a systematic procedure to evaluate

and compensate for the artificial divergence in the real parts

and renders the self-energies independent on the integration

limits in the implementation, provided a sufficient range is

used to cover all relevant physical processes.

APPENDIX B: CHOOSING AN EFFECTIVE ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE

The electron temperature is by definition an eluding

quantity when doing non-equilibrium simulations. In any

model where this thermodynamic intensive property is

needed as an input parameter, the difficulties will have to be

circumvented in some way. While our standard model evalu-

ates all distribution functions self-consistently and thus does

not require this concept at all, we need the electron tempera-

ture for the plasmon occupations in the single plasmon-pole

approximation used to approximate the GW result.32

In the following, we will model the conduction band of

the quantum cascade laser as one effective band, with an

electron temperature Te as one of its properties. A bias over

this structure will heat the electrons, and they will subse-

quently relax emitting optical phonons. As the rate at which

the electrons cool increases with their temperature, a fixed

point is reached. The energy balance must thus fulfill

J � Fdð Þ ¼ en2DELO

1

hsemi
� 1

hsabsi

� �
; (B1)

where J is the electron current density, Fd the bias over

one period, n2D the electron sheet density of one period,

ELO the energy of the longitudinal optical phonon, and

ðsabs=emÞ�1
the rates of emitting or absorbing one such pho-

non, respectively. Here, the scattering times have been

averaged over a statistical distribution. Acoustic phonon

scattering is assumed to be small, and electron scattering

only able to redistribute the carriers according to the elec-

tron temperature.

If the rates can be expressed as functions of electron

temperature, we can extract this if the current and bias are

known. For a bulk system, the emission rate from a state

with wave-vector k is given by
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Ck ¼
C

2pð Þ2
p
ak

H Ek � ELOð Þlog

���� k þ k0

k � k0

����; (B2)

where we have summed over all possible final states. Here,

k0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðEk � ELOÞ=a

p
with a ¼ �h2=2mef f me and k ¼ jkj. The

constant C is given by

C ¼ nLO þ 1ð Þ
�h

e2ELO

2�0

1

� 1ð Þ
� 1

� 0ð Þ

� �
; (B3)

with the phonon occupation number nLO¼ð1�exp

ðELO=kBTLÞÞ�1
, and the relative permittivities �ð0Þ and �ð1Þ

at E¼0 and infinity, respectively.

Averaging over a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in

3D we findX
k

fkCkX
k

fk

¼ 2ffiffiffi
p
p

kBTeð Þ3=2
�
ð1

ELO

dEke
� Ek

kBTe
C

4p
ffiffiffi
a
p log

���� k þ k0

k � k0

����;
(B4)

which is now independent of k and a function only of elec-

tron temperature. In order to get analytical expressions, the

integrand can be linearized, and this yields the resultX
k

fkCkX
k

fk
� 2e

�ELO
kBTe

C

4p
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ELOa
p ;

for hsemi�1
and a similar expression is easily obtained for the

absorption process. The scattering times in Eq. (B1) are thus

known and solving for electron temperature yields the final

result as

kBTe ¼
�ELO

log 2
J � Fdð Þ

n2DC
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ELOa
p þ e

�ELO
kBTL

" # : (B5)

Here, the low power limit can be seen as the electron temper-

ature will approach the lattice temperature. As the electric

power increases, the electron gas is heated. As an example,

we find an electron temperature of 130 K for Fd¼ 50 mV,

J¼ 1000 A/cm2, n2D ¼ 3:0� 1010=cm2, and a lattice tem-

perature of 77 K.
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